www.Chance-for-Science.de

Social network for refugeed and local scientists, academics and students

Join www.chance-for-science.de today!

Platform for fled scientists and German research institutions
Get in contact with other researchers of your research field, benefit from access to libraries, conferences and other university events or conduct joint research projects.

Platform for fled and local academics
Get to know other people, communicate with other colleagues working in the field of your profession and benefit from personal and professional exchange.

Platform for fled and local students
Get to know other people of your age and from different cultures, communicate with fellow students and broaden your horizons.

Initiator and responsible project manager
Prof. Dr. Carmen Bachmann

Leipzig University
Grimmaische Straße 12
04109 Leipzig (Germany)

Contact
Email: info@chance-for-science.de
Phone: +49 (0)341 / 9733 592
(Monday to Thursday 10-12 am and 2-4 pm)